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The marketing approach divides the potential
audience into various segments in order to
choose which segments to target. Marketers
then develop oVerings that consumer research
indicates will appeal to each target group. We
develop communications that they will find
interesting, personally relevant, credible, and
persuasive. No single appeal works for all.

So it is with smoking and youths. One
segment, non-susceptible non-smokers, have
never taken a puV and never intend to, no mat-
ter who oVers them a cigarette. Over time,
most do not take up smoking.1 They do not
need prevention or cessation eVorts. Another
segment, susceptible non-smokers, have also
never taken a puV, but have not said that they
would “definitely not” if a friend oVers a puV.
Many go on to try cigarettes, as about two
thirds of youth in the United States do.2 Maybe
we cannot stop them from trying, but we can
delay them. The later they start the less they
smoke, and the easier they may find it to quit.
Some school programs, particularly when rein-
forced by targeted media communications,
delay smoking initiation among youths.
Managed care organisations (MCOs) might
develop or support such communications.

In hundreds of focus groups, we have rarely
seen youths start smoking alone. They typically
respond to an oVer, usually a social oVer.
MCOs might show triers how to accept this
social oVer without accepting the cigarette.
Surprisingly, we find that teens are reluctant to
judge each other on the basis of their smoking
behaviour. An oVer is made; somebody says
“yes” or “no, thanks,” and that is the end. We
must oVer realistic refusals. Programs such as
“Just say no” which treat an oVer of friendship
like an oVensive act, ignore teen realities.

Late experimenters are intermittent or
occasional smokers. They do not want to get

addicted, but they do not know how insidious
and powerful addiction can be. MCOs and
providers can tell them about that, and they
can make cessation aids and programs inviting
and available. Established/dependent smokers
tend to know that they are addicted. They, too,
need a fetching invitation and oVer to take
realistic steps to quit.

How can we make our messages “inviting”
to teens? Teens want facts, not preaching—not
even a hint of it. They assume that anything
that looks like a lecture is preaching. They
want the “teen relevant” facts, not the public
health facts. What aVects teens now? How
many of the 400 000+ daily deaths from smok-
ing are teens?3 If we cannot answer that, we
should not use the “deaths” message. Teens
want the real facts, not exaggerations. Telling
male teens that smoking will make them impo-
tent undermines credibility.

Keep your message moving. Youths want
new messages and new executions. Be concrete
in your approach. Use pictures, comparisons,
and specific examples, or else it may look like a
lecture. Identify specific actions that they can
take. Show them how to act. Do not try to use
their language and music to seem cool; teens
recognise and detest phonies. Respect their
norm of non-judgement; do not stigmatise
teens who smoke, empathise with them.
Finally, pretest, refine, and retest; this target
group often sees a diVerent point or tone from
what we do.
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